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Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: Sunon Central Business Building, No.200 Shimin Street, 
Qianjiang CBD, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China

Russia Branch & Experience Center
Add: Sky Masnion, No.118 Varshavskoe Road, Moscow

European R&D Center
Add: Brunnenstrasse 156, 10115 Berlin, Germany

USA Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: 525 Technology Drive Suite 150 Irvine CA.92618, USA

India Branch & Experience Center
Add: Floor I & II, 643, Rd Number 36, Aditya Enclave, Venkatagiri, 
Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana 500033, India
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Refined in details 
Splendid in spirits

Inspect postures from ergonomists’angles. It is numerous refined details that constitute the 
greatness of the world. S1 sofa’s consistent craftsmanship is delivered through exquisite 
details. Wide armrests, functional storing boxes, artificial bases, multi-layered cushions… all 
together display unparalleled charms.

Review inspirations with entrepreneurs’spirits. It is numerous 
innovative ideas that constitute the core of entrepreneurship. S1 sofa’s innovation space 
principles, from fireside chats, star sky talks to 
business negotiations…all together represent the sparkling of ideas. 
S1 sofa-made for dream-makers looking up at the sky.
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  " When I was in college, 

I wanted to be involved in things that would change the world. 

Now I am."

Elon Musk
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The rising sun signifies a new journey to the dream. 
S1 embraces an elegant shape, making it perfectly fit into any spaces. 

Watch sails looming out of clouds 
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Different configurations for different dream-makers. 

The still and solemn power 
Of many sights,
And many sounds, 
And much of life and death.
In the calm darkness 
Of the moonless nights,

In the lone glare of day, 
The snows descend
Upon that mountain; 
None beholds them there,
Nor when the f lakes burn in the sinking sun,
Or the star-beams dart through them …

Light leather joins hands with dark North American walnut. 
The warm breeze brings the sound of small talks.  

Chat in the warm breeze 
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Considerable design

Practical value

Optional writing pads make a cup of espresso within reach.

Artistic leg 
symbolizes not only biding one's time, but also forging ahead.

The design of the armrest follows a human-centered 
principle and employs the wireless- charging function, 
saving you from the embarrassment of “powerless” 
and helping 
you to tackle the day smoothly.

Have a rest and take a sip of coffee so that you can 
stay sober and rise to more challenges.  S1 always 
cares about what you need and this writing pad is 
the answer. 
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Business communicationsNot from the stars do I my judgment pluck;
And yet methinks I have astronomy,
But not to tell of good or evil luck,
Of plagues, of dearths, or seasons' quality;
Nor can I fortune to brief minutes tell,
Pointing to each his thunder, rain and wind,
Or say with princes if it shall go well,

As a Chinese saying goes, great minds always think 
alike. Business communications offer a good channel 
for entrepreneurs to extend human networks, find companions 
with the same aspirations and win trust 
from business partners. 

The combination of coffee-color leather, soft and 
comfortable texture as well as perfectly-fitted shape 
helps to create a relaxing, comfortable and amicable 
space, making every talk pleasant, enjoyable and 
fruitful.  

By oft predict that I in heaven find:
But from thine eyes my knowledge I derive,
And, constant stars, in them I read such art
As truth and beauty shall together thrive,
If from thyself to store thou wouldst convert;
Or else of thee this I prognosticate:
Thy end is truth's and beauty's doom and date.

                                  ------ William Shakespeare
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"If you're not stubborn, you'll give up 

on experiments too soon. 

If you're not flexible, you'll pound your head 

against the wall and you won't see a different solution to a problem you're trying to solve."

Jeff Bezos
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Seek common grounds and discover directions ahead. People of vision gathered 
here and brilliant ideas flare.   

The gathering of people of vision 
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TO BE A 
DREAM—MAKER

START TO DREAM BIG

I have a dream that one day every valley shall be exalted, every 
hill and mountain shall be made low, the rough places will be 
made plain, and the crooked places will be made straight, and 
the glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it 
together.

Wow, what a dream it has been for Martin Luther King. But 
the changing world seems telling me that people gradually 
get their dreams lost somehow in the process of growing 
up, and sometimes I personally find myself saying goodbye 
unconsciously to those distant childhood dreams.

However, we need dreams. They nourish our spirit; they 
represent possibility even when we are dragged down by 
reality. They keep us going. Most successful people are 
dreamers as well as ordinary people who are not afraid to think 
big and dare to be great. 

Find the star that twinkles in your heart for you alone are 
capable of making your brightest dreams come true. Give your 
hopes everything you've got and you will catch the star that 
holds your destiny.

When we were little kids, we all dreamed of doing something 
big and splashy, something significant. Now what we need 
to do is to maintain them, refresh them and turn them into 
reality. However, the toughest part is that we often have no 
ideas how to translate these dreams into actions. Well, just 
start with concrete objectives and stick to it. Don’t let the 
nameless fear confuse the eye and confound our strong 
belief of future. Through our talents, through our wits, 
through our endurance and through our creativity, we will 
make it.

Hold fast to dreams, for if dreams die, life is a broken-
winged bird that cannot fly. Hold fast to dreams, for when 
dreams go, life is a barren field frozen with snow. So my 
dear friends, think of your old and maybe dead dreams. 
Whatever it is, pick it up and make it alive from today.

Sit with luxury
Relax with comfort
Dream with courage
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The modules of S1 sofa can be collocated freely.  Enjoy a moment of tranquility from now. 

Fireside chats at night 
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Reflect yourself and talk to the inner world. 

Open your mind

The width of the horizon determines the fate of 
an individual. Different layers of mindsets lead to 
different levels of achievement. Everyone tends to 
look at this world from his or her own angle, thus 
embraces various cognitions. 

As a result, keeping talking should be a theme 
throughout our whole lives; talking to others enables 
us to have a clear perception of ourselves; while 
talking to ourselves enables us to have a clear mind 
and always have the courage to start from scratch. 
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Because of multi-layered cushion and real leather, every posture is enjoyable.  
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Specification

Tea table boxSofa / Pillow

Meteor Grey Polished Metal

Metal frame

TP-NP10H W-29BTP-NP11H TP-NP14H TP-NP21H TP-NP27H

Material 

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.

SS80.3.CN.RCA
W2280*D890*H850(mm)

SS80.3.CN.RA
W1980*D890*H850(mm)

SS81.1.CN
W960*D890*H850(mm)

SS80.3.CN.RC
W1980*D890*H850(mm)

SS81.3.CN
W1980*D890*H850(mm)

SS82.1.CN
W960*D890*H850(mm)

SS80.3.CN
W2280*D890*H850(mm)

SS81.3.CN.LA
W1830*D890*H850(mm)

SS84.P.CN
W400*D400*H140(mm)

SS80.3.CN.LCA
W2280*D890*H850(mm)

SS80.3.CN.LA
W1980*D890*H850(mm)

SS82.3.CN
W1980*D890*H850(mm)

SS80.3.CN.LC
W1980*D890*H850(mm)

SS81.3.CN.RA
W1830*D890*H850(mm)

SS83.1.CN.ZJ
W890*D890*H850(mm)


